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Indigo Design Award 2024

Category: Multiple Disciplines

Deadline: January 31, 2024

Website: graphiccompetitions.com

The promotion of global creativity lies at the heart of the Indigo Design Award, spotlighting exceptional projects in graphic design,

digital, mobile, branding, design for social change, and many more.

The 7th Indigo Award is now open for submissions, inviting designers, teams, studios, and students worldwide to showcase their

finest works. An extensive list of subcategories ensures a perfect fit for every visionary mind.

An esteemed international judging panel of leading creatives seeks those unafraid to challenge conventions and express their voices

boldly. Submissions undergo thorough evaluation, considering quality, originality, function, and relevance to each category.

Indigo winners emerge from over 50 countries, each basking in the limelight of a global platform that boosts recognition and attracts

new clientele. Designed with the designer’s objectives in mind, the Indigo Award’s annual Ceremony unfolds in the world’s most

captivating and avant-garde cities, providing an unparalleled experience. Don’t miss this opportunity to leave an indelible mark on the

design world—submit your finest creations to the 7th Indigo Award today!

Early bird deadline: September 30, 2023 (15% discount)

Extended early bird deadline: November 30, 2023 (10% discount)

Regular deadline: January 31, 2024 (normal price)

Eligibility

Open worldwide to individual designers, small and large design teams, studios, and students.

Prize

The award recipients receive various recognitions based on their achievements: the "Designer of the Year" receives a trophy, is

featured in CreativeBoom magazine, and has an exclusive interview on Indigo’s website, as well as being showcased in the

newsletter sent to 30k+ subscribers. Golden winners are rewarded with an interview on Indigo’s website, a newsletter feature to 30k+

subscribers, and the opportunity to showcase their winning work during the Award Ceremony on a big screen. Honorable Mentions

are honored with an HM seal and badges, a trophy, an interview featured on Indigo’s website, and a special Winners Edition

newsletter distributed to Indigo Award subscribers, partners, juries, sponsors, and friends.
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